Harnesses & Postural Belts
Our range of adjustable harnesses and postural belts are designed for comfort whilst offering varying levels
of support and positioning.
Made of soft neoprene pads and backed with breathable spacer fabric, all harnesses have webbing sewn directly to harnesses so there are no
buckles, providing optimum comfort and support.

Y-Harness

Dynamic Butterfly Harness

Shoulder Harness

Targeted support over one shoulder, helping to
control and reduce shoulder/trunk rotation.

Provides flexible trunk support to
maximise comfort.

Good shoulder and trunk support,
maximising postural stability.

Dynamic Chest Band

Pelvic Belt

Large pads provide maximum trunk stability
and comfort.

Designed to provide firm but comfortable pelvic
support and positioning.

Product Description

Pad Length

Product Code

Y-Harness, small

370mm

CS-YH-RP-S

Y-Harness, medium

450mm

CS-YH-RP-M

Y-Harness, large

550mm

CS-YH-RP-L

Dynamic Butterfly Harness, small

280mm

CS-DBH-RP-S

Dynamic Butterfly Harness, medium

360mm

CS-DBH-RP-M

Dynamic Butterfly Harness, large

420mm

CS-DBH-RP-L

Shoulder Harness, small

265mm

CS-SH-RP-S

Shoulder Harness, medium

350mm

CS-SH-RP-M

Shoulder Harness, large

430mm

CS-SH-RP-L

Dynamic Chest Band, medium

w: 100mm, h: 100mm

CS-DCB-M

Dynamic Chest Band, large

w: 150mm, h: 125mm

CS-DCB-L

2-Point Pelvic Belt, small

150mm

CS-PB-2P-S

2-Point Pelvic Belt, large

230mm

CS-PB-2P-L

4-Point Pelvic Belt, small

150mm

CS-PB-4P-S

4-Point Pelvic Belt, large

230mm

CS-PB-4P-L

Shoulder Harness Mounting, 6” wide - suitable for backs between 12” & 15” wide

n/a

CS-SHM-S

Shoulder Harness Mounting, 8” wide - suitable for backs between 16” & 20” wide

n/a

CS-SHM-L

Shoulder Harness Mounting

Height and lateral adjustment for correct positioning of harnesses
over the client’s shoulders. Allows fitting/setting of back support and
shoulder harness height independent of each other. Mounts to the
vertical headrest tube (1/2” square).

Consolor is ISO 9001 accredited

Please note, our range of harnesses and pelvic belts are designed for postural support only and are not suitable for use as a restraint during motor vehicle transportation.

To order, book an assessment, or to discuss any of these products further,
call us on +44 (0)1202 827 650 or email admin@consolor.co.uk
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